both samples, despite the size difference. Within experimental uncertainties, that prediction appears true. And $R_j$ is clearly not equal to Landauer’s DC value, which is twice as big.

**Kirchhoff’s laws**

The Paris team titled their paper “Violation of Kirchhoff’s Laws for a Coherent RC Circuit.” Physicists accustomed to quantum weirdness don’t expect Gustav Kirchhoff’s venerable laws to apply when electrons behave like waves. But the laws’ coherent counter-parts could prove as useful.

The Paris group’s micron-sized heterojunctions run coherently at millikelvin temperatures. But on the nanometer scale of individual molecules and carbon nanotubes, electron conduction is coherent at the relatively accessible 77 K of liquid nitrogen. If the era of molecular electronics arrives, physics and engineering students may have to learn another set of laws for combining resistors, capacitors, and other circuit elements.

Charles Day

---

**Neural-network model may explain the surprisingly good infrared vision of snakes**

The pit organs of rattlesnakes and their cousins are infrared pinhole cameras of very poor optical quality. That presents something of a paradox in view of the snakes’ demonstrated skill as night hunters.

Neural networks have become a fertile meeting ground for biologists, physicists, and computer scientists. Studies of surprisingly skilled animal behavior have challenged physicists to explain sensory capabilities that seem to exceed the physical limitations of sense organs and neural interactions.

For example, a barn owl at night deceives the direction to an unsuspecting mouse by perceiving the interaural time difference of its rustling with a micrometer accuracy (see PHYSICS TODAY, June 2001, page 20). But how can that be when the characteristic time of an individual neuronal process is 100 times slower?

A new paper in *Physical Review Letters* by biophysicist Leo van Hemmen and colleagues at the Technical University of Munich proposes a neural-network model that addresses a similar problem raised by the spatial acuity of infrared imaging by certain kinds of snakes, in which the two are about the same size. Why, then, is the aperture so big? The aperture size was probably an evolutionary tradeoff between image sharpness and radiant flux—as it is in photography.

For the temple viper of figure 1, a Southeast Asian species that can grow to be a meter long, both the aperture diameter and pit depth are about 2 mm. The resulting thermal image on the membrane from even a point IR source is just a big blur. Van Hemmen and company considered how a snake could possibly use such poorly focused IR input to find its prey in darkness with a surprising angular precision of 5°.

Because the pit aperture is much larger than the IR wavelengths that dominate thermal radiation from a warm-blooded prospective victim, diffractive effects play almost no role. It’s all geometric optics. The IR-sensing membrane, insulated from the pit’s back wall by the organ’s inner cavity, is studded with a few thousand sensor cells sensitive to millikelvin temperature differences. The membrane subtends a field of view through the pit aperture of about 100°.

For its idealized model of the snake’s IR imaging process, the Munich group used a conservative estimate of 40 × 40 sensor cells arrayed on the membrane. The 2.5° angular-resolution limit imposed by this rather coarse sensor spacing would not preclude the snake’s demonstrated 5° acuity. But the large pit aperture condemns each sensor cell to receive IR input from all over the surface of a warm animal in its field of view. Can the resulting blur on the membrane be turned into a usefully sharp image in the snake’s brain by bi-
oologically plausible neural circuitry? That's the question the biophysical computer model was meant to address.

**A virtual lens**

"To start with something familiar, we filled the model pit organ’s field of view with Albrecht Dürer’s famous painting of a hare," says van Hemmen. “Ours is a pixelized image approximating such a creature’s surface-temperature distribution” (see figure 2).

To address the snake’s IR imaging technique, the group used an idealized linear formalism. The vector \( S \) represents the hare’s thoroughly indistinct thermal image on the pit membrane, simulated in figure 3a, whose component \( S_\alpha \) is the temperature signal at the \( \alpha \)th sensor cell. (A single vector index suffices even though the sensor array is two-dimensional.) The final, presumably much sharper image in the brain is represented by the corresponding vector \( I \) whose component \( I_\beta \) represents the brain’s perception of the \( \beta \)th pixel of the hare’s thermal image.

An image reconstruction matrix \( R \), somehow permanently impressed on the adult snake’s neural circuitry, transforms \( S \) into \( I \):

\[
I_\beta = R_{\beta\alpha} S_\alpha ,
\]

where summation over repeated indices in a term is implied. In other words, each component of the brain’s image is taken to be a specific linear superposition of inputs from many membrane sensors.

The matrix \( R \) that specifies this superposition would be the same for all images. Van Hemmen calls it a virtual lens. Before addressing how the snake might have come by such a useful algorithmic device, van Hemmen and company derive its components mathematically, for an idealized pit-organ geometry, from the very general requirement that the mean-square discrepancy between the components of \( I \) and those of the “true” thermal image (in this case figure 2b) should be a minimum.

The minimization condition yields a numerically solvable equation for \( R \) that involves only the pit organ’s geometry and two parameters that characterize the typical sensor noise on the membrane and source noise due to perturbations such as movement of the prey or foreground vegetation. For given noise parameters, one gets the matrix elements \( R_{\beta\alpha} \) by a standard computer calculation that, somewhat surprisingly, requires no knowledge of any particular source or its IR image. Essentially, the computer’s task was the numerical inversion of a second matrix that depends only on the geometry of the pit organ and the two noise parameters.

Putting in explicit guesses for the noise parameters and then multiplying the vector \( S \) representing the hare’s membrane image (figure 3a) by the resulting matrix \( R \) yields the reconstructed images in figures 3b–e. The expected source noise turns out to have little degrading effect on the reconstruction. But not so the membrane sensor noise, which is attributed to physiological perturbations in the snake. Assuming root-mean-square sensor noise to be only 0.25% or 1% of the IR signal yields reconstructions in which the hare’s outline is still quite discernible (figures 3b and 3c). But when the sensor noise rises to 5% (figure 3e), the calculated image in the brain is hardly better than the unreconstructed membrane image. One might think that an undifferentiated blob like figure 3d would suffice. But because rats and other prey species have dangerous teeth and claws, the snake often needs to distinguish between the victim’s head and rear end.

Therefore, to the extent that the Munich group’s model resembles what’s going on in the snake’s head, the demonstrated night-hunting skill of these predators implies that typical sensor noise in the pit organ’s membrane cannot exceed about 1% of the IR signal. Such finicky noise sensitivity is understandable. The snake has to solve the delicate inverse problem of reconstructing an image from membrane sensors each of which, unlike the retinal cells of a well-focused eye, receives inputs from all over the source.

**Neural computing and learning**

Of course a snake’s neural circuitry cannot perform a numerical matrix inversion. But it could, argues van Hemmen, perform the matrix multiplication of equation 1. “A neural-network realization of our model in the snake is easy to imagine,” he says. The matrix elements \( R_{\beta\alpha} \) would be the strengths of individual synaptic connections between the nerve fibers from membrane sensory cells to neurons forming an IR image map in a part of the snake’s brain called the optic tectum.

The optic tectum also houses the visual map connected to the snake’s eyes. It is known that both the IR and visual maps in the tectum are topological representations. That is to say, neighboring map neurons represent neighboring patches of the outside world. Furthermore, detailed studies of pit vipers in the early 1980s by neurobiologists Eric Newman and Peter Hartline showed that optical and IR maps form on adjacent neural layers in the optic tectum and physically overlap each other with remarkable fidelity. After all, the proximity of the pit organs to the snake’s eyes makes their fields of view almost identical. The optical map, of course, has much finer resolution.

It was Newman and Hartline who first raised what van Hemmen calls the
pit-organ paradox when they observed \textit{in vivo} that an external point source of heat produces a big thermal blob on the membrane that, nonetheless, results in a highly localized signal on the optic tectum’s IR map.

How does the reconstruction matrix become imprinted on the snake’s neural circuitry in the first place? “It can’t be genetic coding,” says van Hemmen. “The snake would need a suitcase full of genes to encode such detail. Besides we know that snakes and barn owls need a season of actual learning, not just anatomical maturation, to acquire their extraordinary skills.”

In an animal’s neural network, the triggering of a downstream neuron typically depends on independent inputs from several neurons joined to it by narrow synaptic clefts across which chemical neurotransmitters communicate the incoming electrical excitations (see PHYSICS TODAY, October 2000, page 20). A synapse can be excitatory, inhibitory, or just ineffectual. It’s well known that a synapse can be strengthened or weakened by its past history. In one common mode of this sort of “learning,” the excitatory synapse from one of several input neurons is strengthened by the frequent experience of being followed promptly by the successful triggering of the postsynaptic neuron—which success depends on the entire ensemble of independent inputs.

The proximity, overlap, and neural connections between the visual and IR neural maps in the tectum suggest that van Hemmen calls supervised teaching of the young snake’s IR circuitry. The synapse strengths, he argues, are gradually optimized to minimize discrepancies between what the snake sees in daylight with its eyes and with its pits.

“The African clawed frog we recently studied makes an even stronger case for this kind of supervised neural-network learning from visual inputs,” says van Hemmen.4 Its eyes seem to have little other purpose. Once enough visual assistance has taught the young frog to “see” insects on the pond’s surface through its lateral line of surface-ripple detectors, the night hunter’s eyes becomes largely useless.

Bertram Schwarzschild
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Nuclear spin polarization induced solely by a rotating magnetic field

\textbf{The effect is so small that its experimental measurement had to await today’s sensitive detectors.}

To polarize the nuclei in a material, the standard approach is to apply a static magnetic field in the desired direction. A second method, recently demonstrated by experimenters at the University of California, Berkeley, is to apply a rotating field and induce magnetization in the direction of the rotation axis.1

Nuclear polarization by a rotating field is a consequence of the phenomenological equations governing nuclear resonance written down by Felix Bloch2 in the 1940s. The equations were modified some 10 years later3,4 to describe cases in which a magnetic field rotating in the $xy$ plane is comparable in magnitude to the field $B_r$.

Nuclear spin polarization induced solely by a rotating magnetic field

The effect is so small that its experimental measurement had to await today’s sensitive detectors.